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Multiyear Comparison

What is the Congregational Vitality Survey?
The Congregational Vitality Index measures the strengths and challenges of a congregation according to
three dimensions: the congregation’s connections with God, each other and  the world.  Items from
the survey relating to this area are grouped into scales. The average of those items is presented as a
scale score. All items range from 1 (poor) to 5 (great). The target is to score higher than 4. Although items
below 3 are considered a struggle for the congregation, it is better to focus on patterns across items
rather than one low score.

This report is designed to compare key indicators over time. See individual reports for more detailed
information.
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Connecting with God scale

The following chart shows the average response to each question. These questions show how well
respondents believe the congregation helps individuals grow in faith and how connected the congregation
is to God's mission. Scores at or above 4 indicate that the congregation feels they are doing well in
connecting with God.

God Scale Score

Not Growing
But Content

Stalled
Want to Grow

Slow
But Steady

Moderate Rapid

Year 1 Year 2 4.24.1
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Connecting with Each Other Scale

The responses to these questions show to what extent members are connecting with each other. This
goes beyond how well people like each other. Questions focus on how the community of faith supports
each other and uses their gifts for mission. It refers to both newer and long time members. Scores at or
above 4 indicate that the congregation feels they are doing well in connecting with each other.

3.9Each Other Scale Score 4.1Year 1 Year 2
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4.0World Scale Score 4.3Year 1 Year 2Connecting with the World Scale

The responses to these questions show how members are living out their faith in the world through word
and deed. It also shows how they are connected with their communities and with other Christians.  Scores
at or above 4 indicate that the congregation feels they are doing well in connecting with the world.
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4.0
Your Composite

Score:

So how are we doing?
The best way to consider your congregation's vitality is to compare your responses with the 1-5 scale: anything
under 3 is considered something respondents say the congregation isn't doing well, averages between 3-4 suggest
room for improvement and scales over 4 suggest this is something your congregation does well.

This tool has been taken by over 200 congregations across the country and patterns have emerged.

A composite score was created to help you summarize your congregation's overall vitality and allow you to
compare your congregation with others. That composite score is made up of 4 items from each scale plus two
summary items. This score is statistically reliable and consistent with independent congregational assessments
(see the supplement for more information). While the total range of responses is from 1-5, congregation's tend to
rate themselves between 3 and 4.5.

View your congregation's score in light of the range below. Note that ranges overlap. Some congregations with
a score of 4.0 are moving forward, some are struggling and others are maintaining. However, few
congregations with a 4.0 are in struggling just as few congregations with a 3.5 are moving forward in mission. Your
congregation's composite score is listed below. Mark your congregation's place in the shaded area and talk about
what it means to you.

Struggling  Concerns      Maintaining     Moving Forward
<3..2         3.5 4.0     4.3+

As you and your congregation considers the future, it will be important to discuss the following:
1. What is God’s mission for this community of faith in your context at this time?

2. How is God actively accompanying the people of your congregation? How can the congregation bring focus on
God’s presence and purpose both in worship and in all other activities of the congregation?

3. Where is God present and active in your local community? How can you join God there for the sake of mission?

4. What is the relationship between spiritual growth and this congregation's ability to participate in God’s mission?
How can this congregation strengthen the spiritual growth of its members?

6. How is the way this congregation addresses conflict impacting its ability to participate in God’s mission (inside and
outside the congregation) or to help people grow spiritually?

7. Consider which items on which scales had average scores nearer to or above 4. How can you and your
congregation apply what is working in those areas to areas or items where scores were nearer to or below 3?

After reading this you may feel excited and equipped to take your next steps in ministry. Or, you might feel confused
or overwhelmed. Use the Congregational Vitality Supplement to learn more about vitality and the factors that
contribute to it as well as some resources and practices to help your congregation take the next steps. Please
contact your synod for more ideas.

May God continue to bless your congregation so that you can continue to grow in faith and serve as God’s hands in
your congregation, your community and the world.

4.2
Year 1 Year 2
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